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初期値 ?0,0,0,0? ?1,1,1,1? ?0.3,0.6,0.4,0.3?
最適解? ?1,0,1,0? ?0,1,0,1? ?0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5?
L???? －1
初期値 ?0,0,0,0? ?1,1,1,1? ?0.3,0.6,0.4,0.3?
最適解? ?0.25,0.375,0.625,0? ?0,0.625,0.375,0.25? ?0.03125,0.59375,0.40625,0.21875?
L???? －0.625
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This paper discusses the properties of optimal solutions for the objective function of a
 
quadratic programming problem and the non-uniqueness of the solutions in support vector
 
machines. Even if there exists a training data on two hyperplanes constructing the optimal
 
margin,it is known that the data may not be support vector. In other words,there may be cases
 
where the optimal solutions are non-unique. We theoretically examine the non-uniqueness of
 
the solutions through two arrangements of data points in??. Further,by using the computer
 
algebra software Maple,we apply support vector classiﬁcation for the above data and solve the
 
optimization problems.
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